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Philosophy as a way of life and spiritual exercise  

• Broadly speaking, a spiritual exercise consists of a transformation that begins with a 

detachment from the way of life that one used to lead and culminates with an investment 

of values. 

• The philosophical discourse has the eminently practical orientation of introducing its 

addressee into a way of life, operating in him a transformation of himself “that 

compromises his entire existence”. 

• “You strike me as not being aware that, whoever comes into close contact with Socrates 

and has any face to face talk with him, is bound to be drawn around and around by him 

in the course of the argument, even if it started [the argument] on a quite different 

subject, and cannot stop until he is led into giving an account of himself, of the manner 

in which he now spends his days, and of the kind of life he has lived so far; and once he 

has been led into that, Socrates will never let him go until he has thoroughly and 

properly tested all his ways.” (Laches, 187e-188a, emphasis added). 

• Different roles Socrates ascribes to philosophy:  

i)  Socrates concentrates on examining the opinions declared by his interlocutors about 

what they consider "the most important".  (Apology 22a, 22d) 

ii) The examination deals simultaneously with what philosophy should ultimately focus 

on, namely, "intelligence, truth and how your soul is going to be the best it can be”. 

(Apology 29e) 

iii) Philosophy deals with being oneself the best and the most sensible possible 

(Apology 36c). It is concerned, in other words, with the acquisition or care for virtue 

(Apology 29e, 41e) that examines “how a man should be”. (Gorgias 487e)  

iv) The focus of philosophy is also directed towards determining “who is happy and 

who is not” (Gorgias 472c). It also investigates “how we have to live” (Gorgias 500c) 

and investigates what is the way of life that makes us happy. (Gorgias 493d, 500d) 

v) Socratic examination aims to reveal some sets of judgments as inconsistent and, as 

such, as symptomatic of a questionable incoherence in the life of his examinees. 

(Gorgias 482b-c) 



Self-persuasion in the Gorgias: 

 

• Socrates uses Polus’ inconsistencies in terms of power and who owns it to make sense 

of the concept of power as power over oneself (466c -479b). 

• While Callicles considers the natural laws laudable, Socrates holds the laws created by 

man to be laudable, which, by putting all individuals in a condition of equality, lead 

man to wonder about the quality of his desires, making him wonder how he must live 

and leading him to conclude that living well is more important than preserving life 

(483a-484c). 

• Socrates asks "are you of the same opinion as me about this or do you say the opposite?" 

(501c). Callicles answers: "no, but I accept it, in order for you to end this conversation 

and to please Gorgias as well" (501c). 

• Socrates strives to individualize his interlocutors to be responsible for themselves 

instead of resorting to common opinion as Polus and Callicles do (474a). 

• “a moderate man acts conveniently in relation to gods and men […] if he acts 

conveniently in relation to men, he acts justly, and if in relation to gods, with piety (;) 

[…] must be just and pious” (507a). 

• P1. Socrates often asks the people with whom he is arguing to present only those theses 

that they consider to be true (Vlastos 1994 4). Meaning that interlocutors must be 

persuaded (state) of the theses they hold when submitting to the elenchus.  

P2. The elenchus makes people realize that the beliefs by which they govern their lives 

contradict each other (i.e some of them are not true). 

P3. By realizing that X is not true, one becomes persuaded (state) of ~X. 

C1. The elenchus causes examinees to cease to be persuaded of some beliefs X and 

become persuaded of others ~X.  

• 𝑃11. Virtue is not possible without moral knowledge.  

𝑃21.  Moral knowledge is the purification in oneself of those opinions that are false. 

𝑃31.  The elenchus yields the purification in oneself of those opinions that are false. 

C2: The elenchus yields moral knowledge.  

 

 

 


